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Dennis Obado, pro se 
1034 Edpas Road 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 
08901 
(732) 246-5158 
RECEIVED 
APR 092013 
AT 8:30 
WILLlAM--T-. -W-A-LSH; cC£R~ 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 
DENNIS OBADO, 
Plaintiff 
Vs. 
ED MAGEDSON, XCENTRIC VENTURES,LLC CASE NO. 
WWW.BADBUSINESSBUREAU.COM. 
DIOP KAMAU, AKA "DON JACKSON," 
THE POLICE COMPLAINT JURY DEMAND 
CENTER, WWW.POLICEABUSE.COM. 
GOOGLE INC, BLOSSOM SOFTWARE ) . 
YAHOO,INC,NEUSTAR, INC., 
THE GODADDY GROUP,INC. INTELIUS INC.) 
www.BLOSSOM.COM. BING INC., 
,SWITCHBOARD. COM 
JOHN DOE(s), JANE DOE(s) COMPLAINT 
Defendant(s) Civil Action 
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COMPLAINT FOR DEFAMATION 
Dennis Obado, for his cause of action herein, states as follows: 
I. Introduction 
1. This is, an action for Cyber Defamation brought by pro 
se Plaintiff, Dennis Obado, against Defendant(s) Ed 
Magedson, his company XCENTRIC VENTURES,LLC, and any of 
his companies, under the parent company name, Diop Kamau, 
aka "Don Jackson," THE POLICE COMPLAINT CENTER, 
www.policeabuse.com. and John Doe(s), and Jane Doe(s), 
for using their business to willfully, and deliberately 
engage in campaigns of harassment, defamation ( by Diop 
Kamau falsely accusing Plaintiff of extortion, on the 
website www.maryhoersterblogspot.com,www.scribd.com, 
www.yousendit.com. and for intrusion into Plaintiff's 
right to privacy, in violation of Defendant's terms of 
use policies, Civil RICO statute, and a previously agreed 
upon New Jersey state Court settlement agreement, 
requiring Plaintiff and Diop Kamau to refrain from 
posting further blrigs against one another. 
2. With regards to Defendant, Mr. Ed Magedson, Defendant 
made no effort to remove the blatantly false blogs posted 
by one of his anonymous bloggers on October on October 9, 
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2012, posted by "Mama Duka," who posted a willfully, and 
deliberate false blog, on Defendants' public consumer-
based website, calling Plaintiff everything from·a 
"sexual predator," "Child molester," "drug distributor of 
crack," and heroin to small children, "criminally 
insane," registered "sexual predator," and other 
defamatory written phrases. 
In regards to Ed Magedson, and XCENTRIC VENTURES, 
LLC, Defendants falsely categorized Plaintiff of being a 
"sexual predator," via "republication," on his website at 
www.ripoffreport.com. as well as other internet public 
search engines, even after Plaintiff provided evidence to 
the contrary. The Defendant continued to post this 
defamatory blog on the first pages of Google internet 
search engines, in a prominent location, without posting 
Plaintiff's rebuttals on the same pages. The Plaintiff's 
rebuttals, are not visible, in the same proximity as the 
Defendant's defamatory blog page, on Google, and other 
internet search results. 
3. The distributors of these defamatory blogs, are GOOGLE 
INC., BING, AND BLOSSOM SOFTWARE, WWW.BLOSSOM.COM.YAHOO 
INC., and other enjoined john doe(s),and Jane Doe(s) 
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websites, webmasters, ISPs, related to this civil action, 
but not yet disclosed. 
II. PARTIES 
4. The Plaintiff, Dennis Obado, is a resident and citizen 
of New Jersey. The Plaintiff is a college graduate, 
currently applying to graduate schools, to pursue a 
career in research, and or medicine. 
5. The Defendant(s) XCENTRIC VENTURES, LLC are an online 
consumer complaint organization, with their principal 
place of business operation, in Tempe, Arizona, and along 
the interstate electronic communication highway, which 
provides a medium for consumers, and businesses to post 
permanent consumer complaint, and rebuttal blogs, on 
their website called, www.ripoffreport.com. 
6. The Defendant Ed Magedson,is the owner, and editor in 
chief of Xcentric Ventures, LLC, aka Ripoff Report, and 
Badbusinessbureau.com, with the principal business 
operation, located in Tempe Arizona, where his personal 
address is unknown, other than a P.O. Box, in Tempe 
Arizona. 
7. John Doe(s), Jane Doe(s), aka Mama Duka, is an anonymous 
blogger, allegedly located in New Brunswick, New Jersey, 
based on the blog posting, on www.ripoffreport.com. 
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8. Neustar Inc. is the presumed ISP for XCENTRIC VENTURES, 
LLC, at the website www.ripoffreport.com. who were sent 
email notification of the defamatory blogs, and request 
for removal of the same, but refused to compel their 
service provider to comply, with existing law, regarding 
CDA, harassment, defamation, and bias intimidation law. 
9. THE GODADDY GROUP,INC. is an ISP of Defendants, Diop 
Kamau, The Police Complaint Center, and or other 
Defendants, who are liable for not acting to remove their 
content provider, Diop Kama~, of the false, criminal, and 
defamatory blogs, and distributing the same online. 
10. John Doe(s), Jane Doe(s) are additional Defendants, 
whose identities, and location, are not yet known. 
11. The Police. Complaint Center, are Defendants who's 
principal place of business operation, is in Tallahassee 
Florida. 
12. Diop Kamau, aka "Don Jackson," is the owner of 
Police Complaint Center, at www.policeabuse.com. He is a 
citizen of Tallahassee Florida, and is domiciled in the 
District of Florida. The Defendant's defamatory posting 
on maryhoersterblogspot.com, www.ripoffreport.com. 
www.scribd.com, www.yousendit.com, and other internet 
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webpages, were posted on the internet superhighway, in 
view of the pUblic. 
13. YAHOO INC, GOOGLE INC., BLOSSOM SOFTWARE, and Other 
search engines, are the distributors of these defamatory 
blogs, and documents, through internet search engines. 
14. The Defendant's Switchboard, LLC, are involved in this 
case, as well, for promoting reverse age discrimination, 
and defamation via online age posting. 
15. The company Intelius Inc, are liable, for using my 
personal information, such as my age, in order to 
contribute to facilitate, and encourage reverse age 
discrimination, online, from potential employers, and 
educational institutions, and for not complying with my 
request to remove my personal information, such as age 
(since Plaintiff is now 42), from the internet, and their 
websites, and or one of their parent companies, such as 
www.switchboard.com, www.whitepages.com. 
III. JURISDICTION 
16. This Court has diversity Jurisdiction under 28 USC § 
1332. The Plaintiff Dennis Obado, is a citizen of New 
Jersey, and domiciled in this district. None of the 
Defendants are citizens of New Jersey. The amount in 
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controversy exceeds $75,000, exclusive of interest and 
costs. The Defamatory blogs were posted online, where the 
Anonymous blogger makes reference to Plaintiff via the 
Defendant's website www.ripoffreport.com. and the blogger 
lists their address as being in New Brunswick, New 
Jersey. Both Defendants interacted with Plaintiff online, 
while Plaintiff was located in New Brunswick, New Jersey. 
GOOGLE, INC., BING, AND BLOSSOM SOFTWARE, AKA 
WWW.BLOSSOM.COM. distributed these false defamatory 
blogs, and engaged in editing functions, by posting the 
blogs on first pages of internet search results, while 
not making Plaintiff's rebuttals visible on the same 
first page, in reckless disregard for truth, by posting 
the blogs on the first pages of their internet search 
results, without posting Plaintiff's rebuttals on the 
same page, and equally visible, and conspicuous. 
17. Other Defendants acted in conspiracy to defame 
Plaintiff, by using Plaintiff's name and likeness on the 
internet, in a revers? discriminatory manner, and by 
defamation. 
IV. CAUSE OF ACTION 
N.J.S.A. 2A:14-3, DEFAMATION OF CHARACTER, Libel per 
se, Slander per se, Section 230 Communications 
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Decency, Act- The Defendants acted with malice, and 
reckless disregard for truth, by editing, and 
publishing, republishing, and distributing false 
defamatory blogs, and docume~ts via internet, without 
including Plaintiff's rebuttals on the same first 
pages, causing Plaintiff, a pri~ate individual, 
pursuing careers, which are reputation dependant, to 
undergo permanent damage to Plaintiff's name, and 
reputation. Defendants engaged in slander per se, and 
libel per se, New Jersey Consumer Fraud, and other 
relevant causes of action, which Plaintiff reserves 
the right to include later, including other 
liabilities, via amended Complaint. Including 
defamation, false advertising, Title VII ADA 
Discrimination, ethnic origin discrimination, and 
other theories of liability. 
Online Defamation via reverse age discrimination, by 
promoting age, and developmental disability 
discrimination online, for alleged mental illness 
diagnosis, directed towards Plaintiff. 
V. PARTIES 
18. The Plaintiff, Dennis Obado, is a resident and citizen 
of New Jersey. The Plaintiff is a college graduate, 
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currently applying to graduate schools, to pursue a 
career in medicine. 
19. The Defendant(s) XCENTRIC VENTURES, LLC are an 
online consumer complaint organization, with their 
principal place of business operation, in Tempe, Arizona, 
and along the interstate electronic communication 
highway, which provides a medium for consumers, and 
businesses to post permanent consumer complaint, "and 
rebuttal blogs, on their website called, 
www.ripoffreport.com. 
20. The Defendant Ed Magedson, is the owner, and editor 
\ 
in chief of Xcentric Ventures, LLC, aka Ripoff Report, 
and Badbusinessbureau.com, with the principal business 
operation, located in Tempe Arizona, where his personal 
-address is unknown, other than a P.O. Box, in Tempe 
Arizona. 
21. John Doe(s), Jane Doe(s), aka Mama Duka, is an 
anonymous blogger, allegedly located in New Brunswick, 
New Jersey, based on the blog posting, on 
www.ripoffreport.com. 
22. John Doe(s), Jane Doe(s) are additional Defendants, 
whose identities, and location, are not yet known. 
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23. The Police Complaint Center, are Defendants who's 
principal place of business operation, is in Tallahassee 
Florida. 
24. Diop Kamau, aka "Don Jackson," is the owner of 
Police Complaint Center, at www.policeabuse.com. He is a 
citizen of Tallahassee Florida, and is domiciled in the 
District of Florida. The Defendant's defamatory posting 
on maryhoersterblogspot.com, www.ripoffreport.com. 
www.scribd.com, www.yousendit.com, and other internet 
webpages, were posted on the internet superhighway, in 
view of the public. 
25. The Defendants GOOGLE INC., BLOSSOM SOFTWARE,BING, 
www.blossom.com. are the editors, and distributors of 
these defamatory blogs, and documents, through internet 
search engines. 
26. The Defendants SWITCHBOARD, INC., are Defendants who 
defamed Plaintiff by po~ting his advanced age on 
switchboard. com, in a manner that constitutes reverse age 
discrimination, which is intended to prevent Plaintiff 
from being considered for employment, due to Plaintiff's 
age. 
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COUNT I DEFAMATION' 
VI . THE DEFAMATORY ARTICLE 
27. The Defendants WHITEPAGES, INC, have been posting age 
and other personal information about Plaintiff, which 
either show Plaintiff's age, to subject Plaintiff to 
reverse discrimination, so that Plaintiff will be 
discriminated against, by employers, even after Plaintiff 
made repeated request to remove all personal details 
regarding Plaintiff, from www.whitepages.com. and also to 
deactivate any alleged account of Plaintiff. In both age 
categories, the age section either shows Plaintiff's 
actual age, or makes plaintiff over the age of 60, if 
Plaintiff chooses not to disclose his age. The use of 
Plaintiff's age, to decrease social, and economic 
advantages, such as with employment,subjects Plaintiff 
to unwarranted, and invidious disability, racial, and 
ethnic origin discrimination, that has caused damage to 
Plaintiff's present and future, professional reputation, 
which had the effect of permanently destroying 
Plaintiff's professional reputation, and destroyed 
present, and "future job prospects. 
28. The Defamatory blog was posted on 
www.ripoffreport.com. by an an'onymous blogger, named 
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"Mama Duka," allegedly from New Brunswick, New Jersey on 
October 9th , 2012. Part of the exact initial quoted blog 
starts on the first page of Google Search engine results, 
once you type "Dennis Obado" on Google's' internet search 
page, as follows: 
"Ripoff Report I Dennis Obado I Complaint Review: 
"953072, www.ripoffreport.com/dennis-obado/ ... /new-
brunswick-new-jersey-4 ... Oct 9,2072 - "Dennis Obado 
Child Molester African Drug Dealer Voodoo Zulu Child 
Abuser New Brunswick, New Jersey." 
29. The exact actual defamatory blog, that is shown on 
www.ripoffreport.com. once you click onto the previous 
search result page, is blogged as follows: 
"This illegal dirty African immigrant has been 
arrested and convicted of serious drug trafficking 
offenses and child sexual abuse crimes no less than 70 
times while living and working here in the United States 
illegally for more than 20 years. Just Google his name or 
click the following link Dennis Obado and criminal, and 
you will see what I am talking about. He is criminally 
insane, and has been convicted over and over of selling 
crack cocaine and heroin to school children more times 
than anyone can ever count, but for some reason,.because 
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he is paying off the local New Brunswick New Jersey 
Police Department and the local Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement ("ICE") off in drug money and child 
prostitutes r they never arrest him and never deport him." 
"He is the scourge of humanity and US Taxpayer 
dollars keep him here in this countrYr where he continues 
to perpetrate Nigerian Fraud ringsr credit card frauds r 
drug sales r sexual crimes r prostitution r illegal alien 
smugglingr and a whole lot of other types of different 
and dangerous criminal activities. He is a registered sex 
offenderr and probably has visited a neighborhood near 
you to molest your kids. But of courser since the fu**er 
pays offlocal r and federal law enforcement in the area r 
this dangerous convicted drug lordr and child snatcher 
will never see the inside of a jail cell r nor be deported 
to his hellhole of a third world African nation. God 
Bless America. If you see him please call 7-866-DHS-2ICE 
and complain about how this parasite can still be living 
here and leeching off the Uni ted States of America. "This 
report was posted on Ripoff Report on 10/9/2012 7:29:42 PM and is a permanent record 
located here: IIdennis-obado/sex-offenders/new-brunswick-new-jersey-4d20O.htm." 
Such blog is outright falser and defamatorYr since 
Plaintiff has no such criminal records r or convictions 
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for these defamatory, and false blogs, which constitute 
libel per se. 
30. The Defendant XCENTRIC VENTURES,LLC, and Mr. Ed 
Magedson, did violate Plaintiff's civil rights, by 
republishing Mama Duka's false defamatory, and 
discriminatory, "hate" blog, as an editor of the website, 
and content provider, by permitting their blogger to blog 
"hate" comments that are not protected by the first 
amendment, such as words that are tantamount to "cross 
burning" which constitute bias intimidation, and have the 
same effect of inspiring ill will, disrepute, and 
contempt, and inspiring, or inciting criminal action, 
breach of peace, and discrimination, and disparate 
treatment, on the account of Plaintiff's ethnic origin, 
see Virginia vs. Black, 538 u.s. 343 (2003). 
37. Even after the blog was posted by the anonymous 
blogger, Mama Duka, Plaintiff contacted the editor, Mr. 
Ed Magedson, and owner of the consumer blog site, at 
www.ripoffreport.com. to repeatedly request for him to 
take down the defamatory blog, which was blatantly false, 
harassing, and potentially ~riminal, based on bias 
intimidation, instead Mr. Magedson disregarded my 
numerous email requests, to request for the removal of 
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these offensive, and defamatory blogs, in violation of 
RIP OFF REPORT's own "terms of service" policy, and 
Plaintiff's civil rights. 
32. The Defendant Diop Kamau posted Defendant's 1990 
arrest records, on public websites in a manner which was 
defamatory, intrusive of my right to privacy, and 
confidentiality, on his website at www.policeabuse.com. 
at ripoffreport.com, at www.scribd.com. and at 
www.yousendit.com. which was entitled "false complaints, 
and defamatory documents regarding Defendant's 1990 
conviction, were posted on the former websites, and in 
the past, were posted with Plaintiff's intellectual 
property, regarding a copyrighted manuscript, which 
Plaintiff, had mistakenly given to Defendant Diop Kamau, 
during Plaintiff's initial consultation, with Defendant 
Diop Kamau, without seeking Plaintiff's consent~ and in 
violation of Defendant's own confidentiality agreement. 
The Defendant Diop Kamau, was previously hired by 
Plaintiff, for private investigative services in New 
Jersey, but upon payment of $2800.00, the Defendant 
defrauded Plaintiff. Thereafter, Plaintiff reported the 
fraudulent conduct to the consumer organization website, 
www.ripoffreport.com. and other consumer based websites, 
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in the interest of the consumers at large, which prompted 
Defendant's campaign of harassment, threats (such as and 
taped audio recording, where Defendant indicates "I will 
come down hard on you", and defamation of Plaintiff's 
character via slander per se, and libel per se, in an 
attempt to minimize "damage to his business, in reckless 
disregard of the truth, is legally liable for libel per 
se, and slander per se, as the direct publisher of the 
said defamatory blogs and defamatory documents, and audio 
phone message posted on the websites 
marylouhoerster.blogspot.com, www.scribd.com. 
www.yousendit.com. and many other John Doe(s), and or 
Jane Doe(s) websites. 
33. The Defendant, Diop Kamau's Act of posting, and re-
posting these defamatory blogs, on several websites, 
directly after www.scribd.com took down the defamatory, 
and abusive blogs, and documents, only to prompt 
Defendant to again republish the same defamatory blogs, 
and documents, to a different website called 
www.yousendit.com. which were posted in violation of a 
New Jersey settlement directive signed by both parties on 
September 27, 2010 (See Exhibit "D") , and Defendant's own 
online confidentiality agreement. The alleged documents, 
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were intended to portray Plaintiff in a contemptuous 
manner, amongst the public. 
34. The Defendant Diop Kamau also defamed Plaintiff, by 
secretly recording (and publicizing the audio recording 
on www.scribd.com,and www.yousendit.com) Plaintiff's 
father through a mutual phone conversation, contrary to 
Fla. stat. ch. 934.03,which makes the same a felony, 
without my father's consent, to manipulate Plaintiff's 
father into revealing information about an alleged mental 
health diagnosis \that Plaintiff was alleged to bave had, 
which Defendant(s) had no medical documentation to 
support his allegations at the time, in total disregard 
of Defendant's own online confidentiality agreement, to 
not post any material regarding his client's name, and 
likeness, and any documents regarding the same, without 
Defendant's client's express consent. The Plaintiff also 
never consented to any material being posted on any of 
Defendant's websites, and public internet search engines, 
and other public websites. 
35. Although, Plaintiff requested all of the 
defamatory blogs to be removed by the third party website 
owners, on two different websites, such as 
www.scribd.com, and www.yousendit.com, Diop Kamau 
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contumaciously continued to obsessively post the 
following excerpt on an alternative websites, such as 
marylouhoerster.blogspot.com, in a manner that he caused 
Plaintiff to become the subject of bullying, torment, and 
harassment in Plaintiff's residential community, in the 
state of New Jersey, and New York. The following blog was 
posted on the website marylouhoerster.blogspot.com : 
"Two years later, well after the .case was over, and 
after Obado had been refunded his money consistent with a 
mediated court settlement, Obado contacted our office by 
mail demanding that we pay him over again in the same 
amount. Obado wanted to extort a second refund. When we 
refused Obado and Hoerster used the Rip-off Report/Pissed 
consumer websites to post 6 bogus consumer complaints. A 
copy of the cashier's check paid to Obado is included in 
the download below. 
From time to time Obado and Hoerster have organized small 
bands of disgruntled clients to post consumer complaints. 
Their attacks on our si te reached a peak when they were 
joined by a disgraced Policeabuse.com volunteer named Greg 
Slate. Slate, Obado and Hoerster are responsible for nearly 
all the online complaints posted against PoliceAbuse.com. 
Ironically, Slate worked on Hoerster's case in 2005. H 
Download Includes: 
7.Hoerster Audio Complaint 
2.Hoerster Complaint against her Lawyer Carmen Samieago 
3.0bado Drug Arrest Report 
4.0bado Audio 
5.0bado $7500.00 Check after Court mediation 
6.Cheryl Snow BBB Complaint File 
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36. The Defendant Diop Kamau also falsely accused 
Plaintiff of engaging in extorting money from Defendant, 
on the website marylouhoersterblogspot.com. Such as: "Two 
years later, well after the case was over, and after 
Obado had been refunded his money consistent with a 
mediated court settlement, Obado contacted our office by 
mail demanding that we pay him over again in the same 
amount. Obado wanted to extort a second refund. When we 
refused Obado and Hoerster used the Rip-off Report/Pissed 
consumer websites to post 6 bogus consumer complaints. A 
copy of the cashier's check paid to Obado, is included in 
the download below." 
37. contrary to Defendant Diop Kamau's false blog, and 
audio slander directed against Plaintiff, and Plaintiff's 
good name, and reputation, no charges of extortion were 
ever filed, or investigated, against Plaintiff. This 
defamatory statement, was severely damaging to 
Plaintiff's reputation, and was intended to portray 
Plaintiff in a false light, in the public, as an 
extortionist, and to bring disrepute and contempt, to 
Plaintiff's family. 
,38. Diop Kamau also posted blog material, and private 
documents, on his own website, entitled "False 
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Complaints," www.scribd.com, and www.yousendit.com, which 
were specifically intended to defame Plaintiff, and to 
subject Plaintiff to contempt, disrepute, and ridicule, 
in retaliation for complaining about the fraud Mr. Kamau 
subjected Plaintiff to, and for filing a civil suit 
against him, to recoup money losses, which were paid to 
Defendant, in good faith, in return for private 
investigative services, although it later turned out, 
that Defendant was not licensed to perform private 
investigative work, in New Jersey. These Defamatory 
documents were posted, without Plaintiff's consent, and 
in violation of Diop Kamau's own online company 
confidentiality agreement, and a civil Court settlement 
agreement, in New Brunswick New Jersey civil courts. 
39. The Defendant Diop Kamau, and his corporate attorney 
Serena Macbello, were emailed.on.severaloccasions.to 
request that these defamatory blogs, and documents be 
removed from their website, and all other public 
websites, but both parties· refused. This refusal, was a 
clear breach of their online confidentiality policy. 
40. Upon information and belief, The Defendants GOOGLE 
INC., and other Defendants were sent emails to request 
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removal of defamatory contents, but refused. Defendant 
requested for GOOGLE to remove content, via URL website 
removal tool, that violated their terms of use policies, 
but they willingly refused to remove the defamatory blogs 
on their search engine results, and acted in reckless 
disregard for the truth, by distributing Mama Duka's 
false defamatory blogs, without even contacting 
Plaintiff, via email, phone call, or by verifying with 
criminal records bureaus in New Jersey, if these criminal 
allegations were all true. In which they were not. 
VII. THE BLOGS AND DOCUMENT'S DEFAMATORY MEANING 
47. "Libel is written defamation; slander is defamation by 
speech or another transitory form. In Arizona, defamation 
is defined as a statement that brings the plaintiff into 
disrepute, contempt, or ridicule, or impeaches the 
plaintiff's honesty, integrity, virtue, or reputation. 
Whether something is defamatory, or not, is determined by 
the "natural and probable effect a reading of the entire 
statement, in context would have on the mind of the 
average reader." Libel per se is written communications, 
which "on their face, and wi thout the aid of any 
extrinsic matter," tend to "bring any person into 
disrepute, contempt or ridicule" or "impeach the honesty, 
integrity, virtue, or reputation." In libel per se, and 
slander per se, .actual damages do not have to be proven. 
42. CDA immunity does not render immune, acts that 
facilitate, and induce criminal activity, according to 
the inducement model. 
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43. Congress's intent for provision of CDA immunity was 
not intended to be used to shield otherwise 
discriminatory blog statements under TITLE VII, and 
American Disabilities Act, which subject Plaintiff to 
disrepute, contempt, and unwarranted, and underserved 
"hate," such as indicating Plaintiff is "leaching" off 
the United States, as a Zulu African child molester drug 
dealer," and discriminatory statements, limiting job 
prospects from present, and or future employers. 
44. Defendants alleged unilateral diagnosis of Plaintiff 
as Mentally ill, 'had a discriminatory effect, which 
encouraged other online Defendants to act in methodical, 
and calculated conspiracies, to permanently destroy 
Plaintiff's good name, and reputation, which Plaintiff 
has worked hard to build. 
45. Defendants violated the ADA, by engaging in 
discriminatory stereotypical defamations, to justify 
further online defamation by all Defendants, and other 
anonymous bloggers, by labeling Plaintiff as Mentally 
Ill, without any supporting medical documentation, of 
Plaintiff, and also on the grounds of Plaintiff's ethnic 
origin, of Kenya, Africa, by Mama Duka's blog posted on 
www.ripoffreport.com. which caused hate, ill will, and 
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disrepute, to Plaintiff's reputation in the United 
States, and the world, as Mama Duke subsequently blogged 
that Plaintiff is "criminally insane." 
46. Any alleged defense of truth, cannot be used in this 
case, since Defendants used the alleged truth, 
maliciously, with intent to defame Plaintiff, see The 
u. s. First Circuit Court of Appeals, decision, Noonan v. 
Staples, 2009 U.S. App. Lexis 2848 (1st Cir. 2009). 
47. When Defendants engage in editing functions, by cherry 
picking the defamatory blogs which they deliberately 
select, while avoiding to include rebuttals made by 
plaintiff, on www.ripoffreport.com. in the same internet 
search page, Defendants now engage in publishing 
functions, which makes them liable for publishing, and 
distributing online false defamation, libel per se, and 
slander per se, as with Diop Kamau, with his posted 
illegal, and surreptitious audio recording of Plaintiff's 
father, without his consent, which was ·distributed from 
website to website, from www.scribd.com, to 
www.yousendit.com. 
48. "The CDA will not protect people, or companies from 
publishing their own unlawful content, editing content in 
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a manner that substantially alters its meaning, as to 
make it defamatory, or otherwise unlawful, explicitly 
solici ting the submission of u.nlawful content, or 
promising to remove specific content after receipt of 
notice that the material is defamatory, and then failing 
to do so." The CDA does not protect against criminal 
conduct, where Defendant's blogger, Mama Duka, engaged in 
a bias intimidation blog, against Plaintiff. 
49. Defendants Ed Magedson, XCENTRIC VENTURES,LLC, AND 
DIOP KAMAU, POLICE COMPLAINT CENTER, are liable, since in 
New Jersey, "one who republishes libelous, and or 
slanderous matter, is subject to liability, as if he had 
published it originally, even though he attributes 
libelous statements to original publisher, thus 
. Defendants stood in essentially same position as writer 
of allegedly defamatory letter, in regard to their 
potential liability for pUblication of such letter." See 
Kotlikoff V. The Community News, 89 N.J.62m 444 A.2d 1086 
(1982) . 
50. Defendant Diop Kamau, is liable, as the author, of all 
defamatory online postings, and he is the online editor 
of his website, www.policeabuse.com. 
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57. Defendant Ed Magedson is the author, and has an email 
entitled author@ripoffreport.com By republishing 
defamatory blogs of his blogger, Mama Duka, without 
verifying if Plaintiff was listed on a State registry 
list, as a "sexual predator," the Defendant acted in 
reckless disregard of the truth, and with malice, knowing 
the harm that such an allegation, would have on 
Plaintiff. Even as nothing on the internet, would have 
suggested Plaintiff was a "sexual predator," nor in any 
law enforcement data base. Since the Defendants are the 
original authors of this false defamatory categorization 
of Plaintiff, which were posted on multiple third party 
websites, to maximize reputation damage to. Plaintiff, and 
to increase visibility of the defamatory blogs, and 
documents, they are liable for all proximate damages. 
52. The Defendant Ed Magedson, as an editor, acted in 
conspiracy with his anonymous blogger, Mama Duka, to 
defame Plaintiff, by republishing via categorization of 
Plaintiff, as a "sexual predator," by means of creating 
"disparaging titles, and headings, and editorial 
messages," in a language designed ~ make the public 
think, that Mama Duka's defamatory blog, were factual 
truths, when they were in fact, false, in entirety. 
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nSection 230 of the CDA has to do with protecting 
editors. Even though a website wouldn't usually be 
considered responsible for the defamatory content put on 
the website by a specific author, editors of a blog or 
forum could be considered to be responsible as the 
content's publisher if they edit and approve the 
defamatory content for publication. Editors can also be 
held liable for defamatory content once it's published 
and then editing it because they have contributed to 
producing the defamatory content." 
53. Such defamatory blogs made by all Defendants herein, 
are so offensive, that they rise to the level (of 
criminal conduct), which are beyond the protection of the 
First Amendment freedom of speech clause, and the 
Communications Decency Act (CDA) , since the Defendant Ed 
Magedson, and his webmaster, and associates, are believed 
to have acted in conspiracy with the defamatory blog 
posted by their client, Mama Duka, by later republishing 
the same defamatory content, by categorizing the 
Plaintiff as a "sexual Predator," on their website 
www.ripoffreport.com. As well as, since the anonymous 
blogger's false implied, and express defamatory blogs, 
are tantamount to "fighting" words, or words that incite 
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imminent unfavorable action, or ill will on the basis of 
Plaintiff's ethnic.origin of Africa, through the ·internet 
superhighway, particularly the blog posted by Mama Duka 
on www.ripoffreport.com. on October 9, 2012, as well as 
the documents posted by Defendant Diop Kamau on 
www.policeabuse.com, www.yousendit.com, and 
www.scribd.com. ,the Defendants are liable for defamation, 
for all resulting damages, specifically for the 
defamatory blogs, and documents posted on 
marylouhoerster.blogspot.com, on April 15, 2012. 
Where in Rav. Vs. st. Paul, 505 U. S. 377 (7992) r the 
Courts prohibited only a limited class of fighting words r 
those that arouse "anger r alarm r or resentment in others 
( or individuals) on the basis of racer colorr creedr 
religion r or gender." In Ravr"R.A.V.rs speech act could 
have been properly punished under a general fighting 
words r or threat lawr " or words that incite a beach of 
the peace. 
54. The United states Constitution precludes First 
Amendment protection under the Communications Decency Act 
(CDA) , for harmful, and offensive words, or blogs, which 
are tantamount to "threats of intimidation," on the 
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· . 
account of Plaintiff's ethnic origin, and Defendant's 
self-proclaimed false assessment that Plaintiff is 
"dangerous," as a convicted Drug Lord, and probably has 
visited a neighborhood near you, to molest your kids," 
Virginia vs. Black, 538 u.s. 343 (2003). 
55. The Defendants' anonymous blogger Mama Duka, did not 
post a blog that expresses a constructive "idea," or 
thought. Instead, the language that Mama Duka uses, is 
"threatening" and designed to defame, "intimidate," and 
incite criminal activity, breach of the peace, and to 
precipitate a climate of public "hate" towards Plaintiff, 
due to Plaintiff's ethnic origin, and false criminal 
allegations. The nature of the blog statements, rises to 
the level of being the 'limited' exceptions, to CDA broad 
immunity protection. In this case, the government should 
intervene, to curtail this unwarranted racially 
discriminatory abuse, harassment, and hostility, and 
civil rights abuses towards Plaintiff. 
In Chaplinsky v. New Hampsire (1942), "the Court decided 
that a state is allowed to punish words "which by their very 
utterance inflict injury, or tend to incite an immediate 
breach of peace." In Brandenburg v. Ohio, the Court decided 
that states may not restrict advocacy for the use of force or 
law violation unless "such advocacy is directed to inci ting or 
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producing imminent lawless action, and is likely to incite or 
produce such action. II 
56. The anonymous blogger, named Mama Duka, posted blogs 
so offensive, and shocking t~ the conscious, that any 
reasonable, and prudent person, would have been damaged, 
by the mass distribution of these false defamatory blogs, 
on public internet search results. As a result of these 
blogs, Plaintiff has been constantly harassed, by car 
horns, train horns, and other vehicle alert devises, that 
follow Plaintiff everywhere he goes, including shopping 
malls, post offices, bookstores, etc ... 
57. The Rip Off Report online defamatory blogs are 
considered libel per se, which were made in reckless 
disregard for the ~ruth, which any average reader would 
construe as inducing, or evoking contempt, disrepute, 
ridicule, or which impeach the honesty, integrity, 
virtue, or reputation of Plaintiff. "Reckless disregard 
is when a person has serious doubts as to whether, or 
not, a statement is true, but publishes the information 
anyway. Reckless disregard is also defined as when 
someone consciously disregards whether a statement is 
true, or not. 
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58. In this particular case, the Defendant Ed Magedson, 
acted in conspiracy with the anonymous blogger, Mama 
Duka, by categorizing, and republishing the false blog 
that accuses and defames the Plaintiff, as a "sexual 
pre~ator," on his website, www.ripoffreport.com. as a 
website editor, without first checking the New Jersey 
state Police registry of New Jersey "sexual predators," 
which promises some degree of accuracy. 
59. Tile use of racially offensive ethnic slurs in the 
context of "fighting words," such as "Child Molester 
African Drug Dealer Voodoo Zulu Child Abuser" do not fall 
within the purview of the First Amendment Constitutional 
protection, and the CDA. Moreover, Defendants Ed 
Magedson, and his company XCENTRIC VENTURES, LLC, not 
only were negligent in removing blatantly false blogs 
posted by Mama Duka, but they acted in conspiracy with 
their anonymous internet,blogger, Mama Duka, by falsely 
categorizing Plaintiff as a "Sexual Predator," in which 
portions of Mama Duka's blog, such as the categorization 
of Plaintiff as a "sexual predator" was republished on 
www.ripoffreport.com. by the Editor,Ed Magedson, and 
disseminated to multiple websites, without including 
Plaintiff's numerous Rebuttals, that categorically 
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disputed all of Mama Duka's false blogs, in their 
entirety, which were posted on www.ripoffreport.com. on 
October 9, 2012. Whereas the Defendant's blogger, posted 
the defamatory blog, which was posted prominently, on the 
first pages of Google internet search engines, and other 
internet search engines, while Plaintiff's rebuttal 
blogs, were virtually invisible, and undiscoverable. 
60. Defendants(Yahoo Inc., Google Inc., Blossom Software, 
www.blossom.com. Bing, acted as distributors, by posting 
the defamatory blog titles regarding Plaintiff, on the 
first pages of multiple internet search engines, without 
Plaintiff's rebuttals, whereas other non-African business 
owners were treated in a racially, and ethnically 
disparate manner, since defamatory blogs against them, 
were inconspicuous and not posted on the first pages of 
internet search results, such as Attorney Rahul 
Manchanda. 
61. Plaintiff's rebuttal was not made visible, on the 
same first pages of Defendant's internet search pages, 
along with Mama Duka's defamatory blogs. The distribution 
of the defamation, continued, even upon notice to the 
distributors, regarding the false defamatory, and blog 
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content, which violates criminal laws, such as bias 
intimidation. 
( 
62. The Defendants also did not indicate in their terms 
of use policy, that any blogs would be posted on internet 
search engines, by internet users, in a manner in which 
only one party's blog, would be posted prominently, and 
conspicuously on the first page of internet search 
results, while posting rebuttals to blogs, from other 
parties, on pages that are virtually invisible, and 
undiscoverable in internet search result, at first 
glance, upon typing the first and last name of an 
aggrieved party, such as Plaintiff. This also constitutes 
a violation of the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act N.J.S.A. 
56:8-1 et seq, and false advertising, and discrimination. 
Such a deceptive, and defamatory business practices, by 
Ed Magedson, the proprietor, and editor of Rip Off Report 
(www.ripoffreport.com)website. proves Defendant(s) Ed 
Magedson, and XCENTRIC VENTURES, LLC, acted in concert, 
and conspiracy with his client blogger, Mama Duka, to 
defame, humiliate, and to subject Plaintiff to public 
scorn, contempt, disrepute, and ridicule, for online 
blogs posted on www.ripoffreport.com. which were 
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completely false, causing Plaintiff's reputation to be 
damaged irreparably, and permanently, online. 
63. Defendant Ed Magedson posts defamatory titles, and or 
categorization, on the first pages of Google internet 
search pages, in a racially discriminatory fashion, where 
a black Plaintiff, such as myself, is permitted to be 
defamed on google, via defamatory titles, and 
categorizations, and other races and nationalities, have 
no defamatory titles on the first pages of Google. An 
attorney named Rahul Manchanda, a Hindu Indian, is 
represented positively and favorably on the entire first 
pages of Google internet search pages, but on 
www.ripoffreport, he is categorized unfavorably by 
consumers. However, the Plaintiff is categorized by 
negative false blogs, posted on www.ripoffreport.com. and 
on first pages ~f Google search results, see Exhibits. 
64. The Defendants' premeditated defamatory blogs posted 
online against Plaintiff, were committed in reckless, and 
wanton disregard for Plaintiff's right to privacy, and 
unwarranted intrusion. 
65. The Defendant Ed Magedson in this case, the 
proprietor and owner, was negligent, in acting in 
reckless disregard of the truth, by falsely categorizing 
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Plaintiff as a "sexual predator," without verifying with 
law enforcement agencies, and or Plaintiff, if "Mama 
Duka's blog posted on October 9, 2012, was factually 
accurate. Especially since the blog, preceded Ed 
Magedson's false categorization of Plaintiff, as a 
"sexual predator" on his website www.ripoffreport.com. 
and on public internet search results. This website 
categorization of Plaintiff as a "sexual predator" was 
not posted by the anonymous blogger Mama Duka, this was 
the handy work of either Ed Magedson, and or his 
webmaster, which establishes a proximat~ cause, of the 
defamation, and is the nexus between the actual 
Defamatory blogs posted by Mama Duka, and the Defendant 
Ed Magedson, and his company XCENTRIC VENTURES, LLC, 
since both parties acted in conspiracy, to defame 
Plaintiff. One third party posting the defamatory blog on 
Mr. Ed Magedson's website, the other party categorizing 
the blog online, and arranging for the blogs to be posted 
on the first pages of Google internet search engines, 
while making rebuttals by Plaintiff virtually 
inconspicuous on internet search engines, at best posted 
on fourth or fifth web pages, then thereafter closing 
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Plaintiff's Rip Off Report account, altogether, to 
suppress any further rebuttals by Plaintiff. 
66. The Plaintiff reserves the right to rai~e 
affirmative defenses at a later point in time, by 
amendment, with the retention of counsel, the discovery 
of new evidence, new law, and or testimony. 
COUNT II INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 
VIII.FALSITY 
67. All Defendants acted in conspiracy, due to the timing 
of the collective blogs, to defame Plaintiff. The 
Defendant Ed Magedson, and his anonymous client blogger, 
Mama Duka, posted allegations that Plaintiff is a "sexual 
predator" who· is registered as a national "sex offender" 
on the New Jersey state "sexual predator" registry list. 
This is completely false, see Exhibit "A". 
68. The statement that Plaintiff has been convicted of 
selling crack and heroin to children, and is a child 
"sexual predator, and child snatcher, is blatantly false, 
see Exhibit "A". 
69. The statement that Plaintiff bribed local, and Federal 
law eriforcement is a false statement, which brings 
disrepute, and contempt, to Plaintiff's name, and 
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reputation. Defendants' blogger, Mama Duka, posted this 
allegation, without any concrete evidence, and in 
reckless disregard of the truth. Defendant Ed Magedson, 
followed, by republishing the defamatory blog, via 
categorization of Plainti ff" as a "sexual predator, If 
without engaging in due diligence, to determine if this 
allegation was factually true. 
70. All of the anonymous blogger's(Mama Duka) online blog 
(complaint #953072), posted on www.ripoffreport.com on 
October 9, 2012, are unequivocally false, since Plaintiff 
has never been charged with prostitution, child 
snatching, illegal alien smuggling, distribution of 
heroin and crack cocaine to children (or adults), 
Nigerian fraud rings, credit card fraud, leach from 
United states, etc .. are all false. The Plaintiff has not 
ever been charged with Defendants' wild allegations. 
71. Defendant has sleepless nights, wakes up in the 
middle of the night, due to car alarms, and other forms 
of harassment, such as causing the local public to taunt 
Plaintiff, by subj ecting Plaintiff to a chorus of car 
horns, train horns, and other 'audio devices, which are 
sounded off, every time Plaintiff walks into town, or goes 
shopping, which causes Plaintiff to be reviled, despised, 
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and hated. When Plaintiff is reading books, and studying 
in Barnes and Nobles, and or other public facilities, the 
Defendant is constantly the subj ect of car, and train 
horn harassment. 
IX. DAMAGE TO REPUTATION, AND DAMAGE TO EMOTIONAL AND 
MENTAL HEALTH 
72. Plaintiff is a private individual, that was preparing 
for a career in the public, as a researcher, and or 
physician, as a result, Plaintiff's damage is permanent, 
since "Pri va te indi vidual s, however, do not have the same 
abili ty as public figures' to rectify damage to reputation 
through rebuttal in the media, or other channels of 
communication, nor 
vol untarily to the 
have they 
scrutiny 
submitted 
directed 
themselves 
at· public 
officials," according to Gertz v. Robert Welch, 478 U.S. 
323 (7972),. 
73. As a result of Defendant (s) false defamatory blogs, 
and defamatory documents posted on public internet search 
results, the Defendant has experienced significant 
damages to Plaintiff's reputation, as an up and coming 
new author, entrepreneur, and as a potential applicant to 
graduate school, and as a potential applicant for 
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employment in the public, and or private sector of the 
workforce. 
74. The public contempt, scorn, and disdain that resulted 
from the false defamatory blogs, has embarrassed 
Plaintiff, and caused Plaintiff to have to wear dark 
glasses, everywhere he goes, it has caused nearby train 
station operators to constantly sound their train horns 
when Plaintiff wakes up and goes downstairs, and other 
vehicular audio devices that send cryptic messages, when 
Plaintiff is about to leave, and when Plaintiff is 
standing up near his window watching television, and 
throughout the day, causing Plaintiff to have to wear 
dark sunglasses, and a hat, everywhere Plaintiff goes, 
during the daytime, and at night, to avoid recognition, 
which has resulted in limiting social interaction, with 
the public. 
75. Due to these defamatory blogs, upon information and 
belief, now various internet companies such as 
www.whitepages.com, www.twitter.com, and others have been 
posting defamatory blogs, or suggestive negative 
comments, or phrases, in collective ~onspiracies, and in 
concert, to cast Plaintiff in a defamatory, and 
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unfavorable light, that depicts Plaintiff's age, and 
other negative information, which is intended to cloud 
Plaintiff's character, to make it difficult for Plaintiff 
to obtain gainful employment, and college admission. This 
material is always concentrated on the first pages of 
Google internet search results, without displaying 
Plaintiff's rebuttal statements, See Exhibit "B". 
76. Against all odds, as an immigrant to the United 
States, the' Plaintiff has worked hard to put himself 
through college, to earn and Associates Degree in Biology 
from Middlesex College, a Bachelors of Arts degree in 
Biological sciences, from Rutgers University, and earned 
various continuing education certificates and diplomas 
from Rutgers, and New Jersey Medical School, 
subsequently. It was Plaintiff's original goal to pursue 
a career in medicine, after pursuing graduate coursework, 
and engaging in volunteer work at Robert Wood Johnson 
Hospital. Since the blogs have been both posted for 
nearly a year, Plaintiff's opportunity for employment, 
and continuing education in graduate school, have now 
been negatively affected, causing employers to not 
contact Plaintiff, for employment opportunities, via 
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email,orphone, and reducing Plaintiff's likelihood of 
gaining admission to graduate school. 
77. The Defendant's blogger stated misleading information 
on Ed Magedson's website (www.ripoffreport.com) , which put 
Plaintiff in a "false" light, such as indicating that 
certain information is stated fact, such as Plaintiff is 
a registe~ed "sexual predator" and has probably visited a 
neighborhood near you to molest your kids, and that 
Plaintiff pays of local and federal law enforcement by 
bribes, are so damaging, and so emotionally distressful, 
that now anywhere Plaintiff walks, in New Jersey, he is 
constantly subj ected to horn harassment, stalking, and 
other forms of harassing, and disp~rate treatment, 
including having difficulty in retaining private counsel 
for this civil suit. Nearby trains, sound their cryptic 
horn messages, when Plaintiff is about to leave, or when 
Plaintiff is walking down town New Brunswick, New Jersey. 
Plaintiff has lost his private life, since Plaintiff is 
followed to public places, such as libraries, coffee 
shops, and post offices, due to this online defamation. 
78. The blog statements "Child Molester African Drug 
Dealer Voodoo Zulu Child Abuser" are an offensive form 
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of bias intimidation, which has 
psychologically scarred the cultural 
socially 
reputation 
and 
of 
Plaintiff, caused alienation amongst fellow Kenyans, and 
other Africans living, respectable lives in the United 
states, now and the future, and the defamatory blogs, 
have defamed hard working, and peace minded African 
immigrants, who live productive and law abiding lives in 
the United states, by labeling Plaintiff "African Child 
Molester African Drug Dealer Voodoo Zulu Child Abuser." 
These terms are intended to be derogatory, and 
defamatory. 
79. Such damaging blogs, have ruined Plaintiff's social 
life, and rebuilt reputation. It has made it difficult 
for Plaintiff to apply for college admissions, for a job 
at the Board of Education, where Plaintiff previously 
worked as a substitute teacher, or in the health 
professions. As a result of these defamatory blogs, 
especially the allegation that "Plaintiff is probably 
visited a neighborhood near you to molest your kids, and 
has been convicted of selling crack and heroin to 
children," has thereafter caused Plaintiff to be 
despised, and subject to ill will, and resentment, which 
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is in part manifested by having train operators and cars 
sounding their horn at Plaintiff, as they pass by 
Plaintiff,. when Plaintiff is at home, and when Plaintiff 
is nearby New Brunswick Train station, in a blatant 
display of contempt, ridicule, and disrepute, due to the 
proximate acts of Defendants. At shopping malls, and food 
stores, members of the public follow Plaintiff, to sound 
off their car alarms, or horns, in a taunting fashion, at 
Plaintiff. 
80. With the nature of the blogs posted by all 
Defendants, Plaintiff's dating life has been negatively 
blunted, and has resulted in Plaintiff avoiding social 
interactions, out of embarrassment, and humiliation. 
81. As a result of these defamatory online blogs of 
Defendants, the Plaintiff is constantly subjected to 
subtle, or overt cyber ridicule, and abuse, including 
emails regarding "child predator alert"(in which the date 
of the email was erroneously dated for the year 2038, but 
emailed to Plaintiff in 2013, See Exhibits "C"l, the 
theft of Plaintiff's cd, which contained all Plaintiff's 
literary manuscripts, and the November 2012, hacking of 
Plaintiff's Yahoo email account, in which Plaintiff filed 
a police incident report with New Brunswick Police. 
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x. FAULT-NEGLIGENCE AND ACTUAL MALICE 
82. The Defendants Ed Magedson acted with negligence, and 
with actual malice, by republishing a false and 
defamatory blog phrase (categorizing Plaintiff as a 
"sexual predator), on public internet websites, as well 
as their own, by acting in conspiracy with their third 
party blogger, Mama Duka, as an editor, without verifying 
if the allegation that Plaintiff is a "sexual predator" 
is in fact true. Instead of posting both complaint and 
rebuttal of Plaintiff on the first page of internet 
search engines, the Defendant arranged so Plaintiff's 
blog rebuttal on www.ripoffreport.com. was posted on 
third or fourth subsequent internet search result page, 
in a manner that Plaintiff's Complaint rebuttal is 
inconspicuous, and virtually invisible. 
83. Defendants Ed Magedson, XCENTRIC VENTURES, LLC, Mama 
Duka, breached their own online terms of use policy 
below, by indicating the authors are strictly responsible 
for the material they publish on www.ripoffreport.com. 
then thereafter, Defendant Ed Magedson, as an editor of 
Rip Off Report, republished a phrase from the false 
defamatory blogs used by Mr. Magedson's anonymous 
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blogger, Mama Duka, by categorizing the Plaintiff, with 
the same defamatory blog, or phrase, of " sexual· 
predator." Despite Defendant's anonymous blogger engaging 
in criminal law violations, of bias intimidation, and 
potentially inciting criminal activity, breach of peace, 
by suggesting that Plaintiff has probably visited a 
neighborhood near the public, to molest their kids." By 
Editing, and approving Mama Duka's false blogs regarding 
Plaintiff, by disregarding Plaintiff'. s request for blog 
removal, and by deactivating Plaintiff's Rip Off Report 
account, to prevent further blog rebuttal by Plaintiff, 
by not showing Plaintiff's rebutalls,on the first pages 
of Google search engine results, Defendant Ed Magedson, 
acted collectively, as a publisher of the defamatory 
blog, posted originally by Mama Duka. 
RIPOFFREPORT TERMS OF USE POLICY 
84. Policy 2: "You are solely responsible for all content 
or information you publish or display (hereinafter, 
"post") on ROR. You will NOT post on ROR any defamatory 
or illegal material or any material that infringes or 
violates another party / s intellectual property rights. 
You will use ROR in a manner consistent with any and all 
applicable laws and regulations. By posting information 
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on ROR, you wa,rrant and represent that the information is 
truthful and accurate." 
Policy 3: "Opinions, advice, statements, offers, or 
other information or content made available through ROR 
are those of their respective authors and not of 
Xcentric, and should not necessarily be relied upon. Such 
authors are solely responsible for the accuracy of such 
content." 
85. Defendant Ed Magedson, acted with actual malice, by 
categorizing Plaintiff as a "sexual predator," without 
determining factual correctness, after his third party 
anonymous blogger, Mama Duka posted his, or her, false 
defamatory blog on Defendant's website, 
www.ripoffreport.comonOctober9.2012.Prior to this 
defamatory blog, Ed Magedson, XCENTRIC VENTURES, LLC, AND 
RIPOFFREPORT webmaster, made no such direct defamatory 
blog categorization posted against Plaintiff. It is only 
when Defendants' webmaster, and or Ed Magedson, the sites 
editor, from XCENTRIC VENTURES decides to categorize the 
Plaintiff, the webmaster and editor, now became 
publishers of any defamatory characterization, when their 
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categorizations do not promise some degree of accuracy, 
regarding Plaintiff's character, as in this case. 
86. The Defendant Ed Magedson, and XCENTRIC VENTURES, LLC 
did act with malice, by going against the spirit of the 
Communications Decency Act, BY recklessly categorizing 
Plaintiff as a "sexual predator," on www.ripoffreport.com 
websi te, without determining if this allegation, was a 
true fact, on New Jersey State Police Sexual Predator 
Registry. Which it was not. 
87. The Defendant Diop Kamau acted with negligence, and 
malice, as the author 'of the defamatory blogs, and 
documents, by posting the defamatory contents, on 
multiple public websites, which were taken down, once I 
brought these blogs, and documents to the attention of 
the website owners. These blogs and internet postings, 
were in violation of Diop Kamau's online confidentiality 
agreement, and a negotiated settlement agreement, in New 
Brunswick New Jersey Civil Courts, in which Defendant 
contractually agreed via settlement, to refrain from post 
any further blogs against Plaintiff, of whatever kind, 
ever again. Instead, Defendant disregarded contractual 
agreement, and online confidentiality agreement, to 
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instead continue to engage in retaliatory campaigns of 
harassment and defamation, of Plaintiff. 
88. The Defendants GOOGLE, INC. were put on notice about 
the false defamatory blogs, as well as other Defendants, 
such as WHITEPAGES, INC.,INTELIUS, INC., but did not take 
any action, see EXHIBIT "E". 
XI. CONCLUSION 
89. The congressional intent of the Communications 
Dece~cy Act, is for the use of the internet for the free 
exchange of constructive ideas, and discussions, which is 
enshrined in the First Amendment of the United states 
Constitution, provided that the internet exchange does 
not defame, incite breaches of peace on account of racial 
discrimination, to peace minded people, who have a 
reasonable expectation of privacy, and protection from 
unwarranted intrusion of seclusion, racially 
discriminatory "fighting words," words that incite the 
breach of peace, and that put Plaintiff in a "false 
light" in the public eye, for exercising a 1st Amendment 
Constitutional right, 
regarding fraud. 
to lodge a consumer complaint 
90. The Defendant Diop Kamau was the author, and 
publisher of the false defamatory blogs, and documents 
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that he posted on multiple websites, which included video 
recording regarding slander per se, and libel per se, 
where he accuses Plaintiff of having mental illness, 
without any medical documentation, and he accuses 
Plaintiff of extortion, via written blogs on the website 
marylouhoerster.blogspot.com, in which he also 
disregarded Plaintiff's many email requests to remove 
these blogs, and documents, including an email to his 
corporate attorney, Serena Macbello. 
I 91. Diop Kamau indicated he would post defamatory blogs, 
on prominent locations on the. internet, in retaliation, 
if I continued to report the fraud Mr. Kamau subj ected 
Plaintiff to, for reporting consumer fraud, which Kamau 
committed, upon Plaintiff. 
92. The Defendant Ed Magedson, and his anonymous blogger 
w~re liable for defamation, since Mr. Ed Magedson· 
republished false defamatory blogs, which falsely paints 
the Plaintiff as a "sexual predator," while his anonymous 
blogger, Mama Duka, Allegedly residing in New Jersey, 
posted a plethora of false blog statements, in her blog 
posted on October 9, 2012, accusing Plaintiff of 
multiple, and fictitious crimes, which damage the 
Plaintiff's reputation, which the Plaintiff has worked 
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hard, to build, by Networking with other business 
professionals on LinkedIn, and by avoiding negative 
publicity online, as well as keeping away from past and 
present negative influences, who use the internet to wage 
cyber terrorism, upon Plaintiff, on the account of ethnic 
origin, and alleged, developmental disabilities, or which 
Defendants had no medical documentation for. 
93. The social damage and psychological damage, has 
caused friction in my family relation, diminishing family 
trust, and familial relationship. It has put a strain 
between my immediate, and distant family members, causing 
familial alienation, familial humiliation, embarrassment, 
and permanent structural damag~, within Plaintiff's 
immediate family unit, and relatives, out of humiliation, 
and embarrassment, of being associated with Plaintiff, 
due to these false defamatory blogs. As a result, the 
Plainti ff no longer has regular familial contact, with 
his nieces and nephews, and distant relatives, due to 
these defamatory internet postings. Now Plaintiff, is 
only able to see his nieces and nephews, during major 
holidays, such as Thanks Giving, and Christmas. 
94. The online libel, and slander, is so outrageous, that 
the damage, is of the type, which cannot be rectified 
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wholly, monetarily, since the Defendants' blogs carry a 
permanent social stigma, which has been propagated around 
the world, on the internet superhighway, in which 
multiple search engines produce the same defamatory blog, 
from www.ripoffreport.com, and www.yousendit.com, and 
www.scribd.com. These blogs, and documents have been 
posted online, for almost a year. The damage is presumed. 
95. The online libel, and slander, is so outrageous,- that 
the damage, is of the type, that cannot be rectified, 
since the Defendants' blogs carry a contemptuous social 
stigma, which has been propagated throughout the United 
states, and around the world, on the internet 
superhighway, in which multiple search engines produce 
the same defamatory blog, from www.ripoffreport.com. and 
www.yousendit.com, and www.scribd.com. These blogs, and 
documents have been posted online, for almost a year, 
wi thout showing Plaintiff's rebuttal on the same page. 
There is no monetary award, which can reverse the damage 
sustained by Plaintiff, by Defendants' premeditated, 
calculated, and malicious acts of online libel, and 
slander. 
96. The main goal of the Plaintiff, is to hold Defendants 
fully responsible, for their reprehensible actions, and 
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to request that this civil suit serve as a deterrent, for 
other online businesses, which use their business to 
defame, and harass peace minded, and otherwise law 
abiding private citizens, and consumers. The Defendant 
also request for injunctive relief, to compel the 
permanent removal of all these defamatory blogs, and a 
restraining order, against all the Defendants. 
Xl1. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
97. In compensation for the General, actual, damage to 
Plaintiff's present and future reputation throughout the 
United states, and the world at large, and in 
compensation for the damage done to Plaintiff's mental, 
emotional, and physical health, and well-being, and 
social life. 
98. Due to the extreme nature of the defamatory blogs, 
and the far reaching social and professional 
implications, where Plaintiff is at the age of 42, where 
securing employment, is already known to be difficult, 
the Plaintiff respectfully demands for FIVE HUNDRED 
MILLION DOLLARS jointly, and severally, and such other 
relief, as the Courts may deem as just, including, 
general, actual, punitive damages, injunctive relief 
(PRECLUDING ALL PARTIES TO PULL DOWN ALL DEFAMATORY 
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BLOGS, AND ORDER PRECLUDING ANY FURTHER BLOGS AGAINST 
PLAINTIFF, RESTRAINING ORDERS, and all other relevant 
damages, including treble damages, cost of suit, and 
attorney fees. 
NOTICE OF PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE 
PLAINTIFF HEREBY DEMANDS, AND REQUESTS THAT DEFENDANTS 
TAKE NECESSARY ACTION, TO ENSURE THE PRESERVATION OF ALL 
DOCUMENTS ,COMMUNICATIONS , WHETHER ELECTRONIC OR 
OTHERWHISE, ITEMS AND THINGS IN CONTROL OF ANY PARTY TO 
THIS ACTION, OR ANY ENTITY OVER WHICH ANY PARTY TO THIS 
ACTION HAS CONTROL, OR FROM WHOM ANY PARTY TO THIS ACTION 
HAS ACCESS TO, ANY DOCUMENTS, ITEMS, OR THINGS, WHICH MAY 
BE IN ANY MANNER BE RELEVANT TO, OR RELATE TO THE SUBJECT 
MATTER OF THE CAUSES OF ACTION, AND/OR THE ALLEGATIONS OF 
THIS COMPLAINT. 
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DEMAND FOR JURy TRIAL 
Plaintiff demands a jury trial for all causes of action, 
and all issues which are triable 
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CERTIFICATION 
I DENNIS OBADO, the Plaintiff have reviewed this 
Complaint, and do hereby certify to all facts stated 
herein. 
BY: 
Dennis Obado, pro se Plaintiff 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
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Is there a Ripoff Report about you!? SE~ Reputation Management WARNING! . Click Here Now!; 
By consumers, for consumers ... 
Don't let them get !May with it.4Il Let the trutti be known!N 
Home Help 
• Ripoff Report protects consumers first amendment right to tree speech 
Report: #953072 
Complaint Review: Dennis Obado 
Related Ripoff Reports 
Dennis Obado Child Molester African Drug 
Dealer Voodoo ZulU Child Abuser New 
Brunswick New Jersey 
Barak ObIma AKA Bany Soetgm Barry 
SOefpro BATRAK 986MA IS DiE 
BIGGEST THREAT TO AMERICA IN THE 
HISTORY OF JliE COUNTRY Internet 
Banik Obama Barry Sottoro Barak Obama 
the greatest t!!rea! to Amer1ca in history 
-
Featured Ripoff Reports 
Reputation 
sI8'1aYt'l.lrmal 
They might contact you next! 
Past Featured Reports 
Ripoff Reports 
IlSubmltted: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 Ilaat Posting: Friday, November 30, 2012 _ported 
By: Marma Ouka - New Brunswick New JenIey Unttad States of America 
Dennl.O_ Phone: (732) 246-5158 
1034 Edpas Road, New Brunswick, New Jerwy 08901 Web: 
New Brunswick New Jersey 08901 
United States of America Category: Sex Offenders 
Dennis Obado Child Molester African Drug 
Dealer Voodoo Zulu Child Abuser New 
Brunswick, New Jersey 
"REBUTTAL Individual responds: SETTING MAMA DUKA'S FALSE BLOGS 
STRAIGHT 
-----_._ ... __ .. _--_._-----_ .. _--
REBUTTAL BOX I Respond to this Report! 
t.:.:......:.:..Add.Rebutlal.tO.thIs.RePort~J [~Arlb_.&.Set Recoi'd.StraI9ht:..LJU 
(~RepaI'-YoUr.Repu1itlOn~tl 
This lOegal dirty African immigrant has been arrested and 
convicted of serious drug trafficking offenses and child 
sexual abuse crimes no less than 10 times while living and 
working here in the United States illegally for more than 20 
years. Just Google his name or click the following link 
Dennis Obado and criminal. and you will see what I am 
talking about. He is criminally insane, and has been 
convicted over and over of selling crack cocaine and heroine 
to school children more times than anyone can ever count. 
but for some reason, because he is paying off the local New 
Brunswick. New Jersey Police Department and the local 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement ("ICEj off in drug 
money and child prostitutes, they never arrest him and never 
deport him. He is the scourge of humanity and US Taxpayer 
dollars keep him here in this country where he continues to 
perpetrate Nigerian Fraud rings, credit card frauds, drug 
sales, sexual Climes. prostitution, illegal alien smuggling, 
and a whole lot of other types of different and dangerous 
criminal activities. He is a registered sex offender and 
probably has vlstted a nelghboll1ood near you to mole51 your 
kids. But of course, since the ru-er pays off local and 
federal law enforcement in the area, this dangerous convicted drug lord and child snatcher will never see 
Ihe inside of a jail cell, nor be deported to his hellhole of a thild wond African nalion. God Bless Amelica. 
If you see him please call 1-866-DH5-2ICE and complain about how this parasite can still be living here 
and leeching off the United States of America. 
This report was posted on Ripoff Report on 1019120127:29:42 PM and is a permanent record located here: Jldennis-
obadoJsex-offendersinew-brunswick-newiM;ey-4d200.htm. The posting time indicated is Anzona 10ca1 time. Arizona does not 
observe daylight savings so the post time may be Mountain or Padflc depending on the bme of year. 
Ripoff Report has an exclUSIve license to this report. It may nol be copied without the written permission of Ripoff Report. 
http://www.ripoffreport.com/dennis-obado/sex-offenders/new-brunswick-new-jersey-4d200.htm 
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Report & Rebuttal 
Respond to this 
reportl 
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Arbitrate 
Remove Reports? 
Also a victim? 
NQI Better yet! Arbitrate to set the record straight! 
Repair Your 
Reputation! 
[c.GetStartedj~ 
REBUTTALS & REPLIES: 
Updates & Rebuttals 1 Q Q 
Author Consumer Employee/Owner 
#1 Individual Responds 
REBUTALL TO MARMA DUKA FALSE AD 
AUTHOR: Fairtreatment - New Brunswick IU.S.A.) 
SUBMITTED: Wednesday. October 10, 20 12 
I tw. DENNIS OBAOO, AND tw. RESPONDING TO THIS FALSE AND MISLEADING 
INFORMATION. THEIR IS NOT ANY SCINTIUA OF TRUTH IN THIS BLOG. THEY HAVE NO 
EVIDENCE WHATSOEVER. WHOEVER _OTE THIS M), APPEARS TO BE PSYCHOTIC, AND 
IS PART OF THE ARMY OF DISGRUN1l.ED DEGENERATES, WHO HAVE NOTHING BETTER TO 
DO, BUT TO LOOK FOR SOMEONE TO DEFtw.E THESE DEFtw.ATORY FALSE STATEMENTS 
ARE LEGALLY ACTIONABLE. RIPOFFREPORT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR FALSE POSTINGS BY 
THIRD PARTIES. I SPEAK NO MORE. 
Respond to this report! l.oF.iI8·ii.RebUlIIi::Q 
#2 Individual Responds 
SETTING MAMA DUKA'S FALSE BLOGS 
STRAIGHT 
AUTHOR: Fairtreatment - New Brunswick (U.S.A. I 
SUBMITIED: Friday, November 30, 2012 
A WHILE BACK AN ANYNOMOUS BLOGGER CALLED Mtw.A DUKA POSTED SOME FALSE 
INFORMATION ABOUT ME ON THE INTERNET, WHICH HAS NO BASIS IN TRUTH. ONE 
SHOULD ALWAYS VERIFY PUBLIC RECORD INFORMATION, RATHER THAN TRUST AN 
ANONYMOUS BLOGGER'S SELF PROClAIMED WORDS. 
I HAVE BEEN EMAILING ED MAGEDSON TO REMOVE THE FALSE M)S, WHICH SUGGEST 
THAT I HAVE BEEN CONVICTED OF MULTIPLE DRUG OFFENSES, SEX CRIMES, AND OTHER 
WILD ACCUSATIONS, WHICH SUGGEST THAT I tw. CRIMINALLY INSANE, AND REGISTERED 
ON A STATE BASED REGISTER WITH NJ STATE POLICE I URGE ANYONE TO CHECK THE 
NEW JERSEY STATE· POLICE REGISTRY TO VERIFY THE CREDIBILITY OF THIS RANDOM 
ANONYMOUS BLOGGER. THIS IS WHY YOU CANNOT BELIEVE ANYTHING ANYONE POSTS 
ON THE INTERNET, ALL THE TIME. THIS WAS A CALCULATED SMEAR CAMPAIGN, OF 
DEFtw.ATION, AND HARRASSMENT, ON THE GROUNDS OF MY ETHNICITY. A FORM OF BIAS 
INTIMIDATION. . 
Respond to this report! ["F.ile)i,RebuttaL) 
---------_ .. _-----------_._---
Report & Rebuttal 
Respond to this 
report! 
G~F.llea,RebuttalJ~ 
Also a victim? 
[~F.D.,a.Report),J 
Repair Your 
Reputation! 
[~GetStarted,i~ 
Page 2 of3 
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gennis obado - Google Search 
.. 
+You Search Images Maps Play YouTube News Gmail Drive Calendar More y 
~nniSObadO 
Web Images Maps Shopping 
About 8,020 results (0.18 seconds) 
Dennis Obado I Linkedln 
www.linkedin.com/pub/dirlDennls/Obado 
More ... Search tools 
View Dennis Obado's professional profile on Linkedln. Linkedln is the world's largest 
business network, helping professionals like Dennis Obado discover inside ••• 
Ripoff Report I Dennis Obado I Complaint Review: 953072 
www.ripoffreport.comldennls-obado/ .. .Inew-brunswick-new-jersey-4 ... 
Oct 9, 2012 - Dennis Obado Child Molester African Drug Dealer Voodoo Zulu Child Abuser 
New Brunswick, New Jersey. 
Hoerster 
maryhoerster.blogspot.coml 
Apr 29, 2012 - Dennis Obado was arrested by the New Brunswick, New Jersey Police 
Department for cocaine sales. He contacted policeabuse.com in 2006 ... 
Dennis Obado I Facebook 
www.facebook.comldennls.obado 
Dennis Obado is on Facebook. Join Facebook to connect with Dennis Obado and others you 
may know. Facebook gives people the power to share and makes ... 
Who is Mary Lou? 
marylouhoerster.blogspot.coml 
Apr 15, 2012 -In 2007 Hoerster began receiving assistance from a convicted drug dealer 
named Dennis Obado. Obado joined Hoerster after we rejected his ... 
Dennis Obado I WhitePages 
www.whitepages.comlname/Dennis-Obado 
5+ items - Fi~d and connect with Dennis Obado at WhitePages. 
Dennis S Abad Age 35-39 Serafina Ln San Diego, CA 
Dennis J Abadie Age 55-59 Ridgewood Dr Forest Park, GA 
1 person named DenniS Obado in New Jersey I WhitePages 
names.whitepages.com ) Name Popularity) Dennis Obado 
Find dennis obado on WhitePages. There is 1 person named dennis obado in New 
BrunSwick, NJ. 
Dennis Obado v. UMDNJ, et al :: justia Dockets & Filings 
dockets.justia.com ) ... ) P. Pet~ions ) Civil Rights 
Jun 20, 2012 - U.S. Court of Appeals, Third Circuit - P. Petitions - Civil Rights - Dennis 
Obado V" UMDNJ, et al - Justia Federal Dockets and Filings. 
Dennis Obado v. Lab Support Inc. - Topix 
www.topix.comlforumlbusiness/human ... ITM8U1KHNCLBRLlJIQ 
Apr 19, 2007 - Dennis Obado, appellant pro se. Tompkins, McGuire, Wachenfeld ... Kindly 
remove the case of Dennis Obado vs. Lab. Support from public view ... 
Obado I Switchboard 
www.switchboard.comlname/Obado 
There are 34 people in the US/Canada named Obado. Get contact ... and phone. Find and 
connect with Obado at WhitePages .... Dennis 0 Obado: (Age 40-44) ... 
Searches related to Dennis Obado 
dennis obado aDpeliant felicia cline 
dennis obado rutgers eva luvert . 
dennis obado umdnl dwayne k gardner 
brett dabe andy parizek 
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